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About This Game

Momodora III is a classic action platform game with a variety of items and secrets.
It's the third installment of the Momodora series, although playing the previous titles is not necessary to enjoy the game!

The game takes a departure from the style of Momodora II and focuses more on linear level design, similar to the first title in
the series.

It follows a simple story revolving around sudden weird apparitions at the village of KoHo.
The people of the village send two priestesses, Momo and Dora, to investigate the matter.

Features:
-6 regular stages, plus one secret stage!

-Items that allow you to customize your way of playing
-Difficulty selection

-Several secrets, and more!!
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Average to okay story but the number of bugs means it hasn't been playtested properly before release. Issues include the Smiley
Face Tokens which can prevent you from progressing if you fail to pick them up at the right time, a full screen bug which
affects the cursor and some of the later messages appearing as ascii characters.. This a mobile port, so keep that in mind. The
levels can be quite challenging, and you unlock more and more towers as well as the ability to upgrade them as you play. You
will also receive a separate shop, where you can purchase passive abilities that will help out the damage, range, etc. of your
towers\/spells (this shop requires a separate currency). Typical kind of tower defense, quite fun.

However my main gripe would be the upgrade system that involves a separate currency, which appears randomly in each level.
Sometimes you'll get 5 of the currency in a single level, other times 0 (zero). The upgrades that require this currency also
increase in cost every time you purchase them. This will require you to replay previous levels constantly to grind out enough of
the resource to pay for the upgrades.

There are 3 difficulty settings though: Easy, Medium, and Hard. The only problem is that defeating the level on "Hard" does not
give you credit for the previous 2 difficulties. I guess it gives more incentive to farm the currency required for the shop
upgrades.

Not bad for its price, but I also bought it on sale for even cheaper. Was worth the 2 or 3 bucks I spent.. Very short game for a
high price.

There is nothing new in this game, it is quite a runned dry setting.

Again with the ignorance that wolves attack people. Wolves don't attack people, it's people that attack wolves... even though this
is probably refering to the tale of Red Riding Hood, but still, enough with the ignorance and making wolves the bad guys, we're
the ones killing them.

Did I mention this is extremely short? I mean 1h for 20$ for the basic game... I can get my hands on games that can last 40
hours ++ on steam and are much more original than this and some are not even 20$, they'rel ike 10$.

Don't buy, it is not worth the money. I play games on Kongregate that are much longer than this, are in the same genre and are
totally FREE! Not to mention you need to buy additional chapter for even more money only to add another hour of play...
COME ON! Don't get ripped off by these guys. Their game is very overpriced.. Worth A look at if your into old school
shooters.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sFiey0gCnMM
. To this day, one of the most thought provoking games I've ever played. At first, I didn't like this dlc at all because I thought it
would give me total freedom in modifying my cars. But that's not possible. You'll have to choose between a certain number of
cars. But these are brutal. At least when you are done with all the modifications you can aplly.. Picked it up since it was 90%
off. Overall it's a old add-on being released back in 2012 so it does have it's issues that were never really fixed and carried over
to the SD70 vol2 add-on and these include poor headlight illumination, weather affects like snow and rain don't appear on the
windscreens, coupler stretching and bad dynamic braking which can prove a problem then acting in the DPU role or hilly
terrain.

Two scenarios for the Cajon Pass are included providing 100min of gameplay before it's off to the workshop to find further use
for the two included liveries. Certainly wouldn't buy this at full price or if the discount is 50% but UP fans may overlook the
issues perhaps.
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Now while Cajon Pass is not for sale on steam to outside America due issues with BNSF Just Trains does sell it and may be
usefull to those looking for it: https:\/\/www.justtrains.net\/product\/rail-simulator-official-expansion-pack-download

A sound enhancement is also available from Searchlight Simulations that cover several SD70 packs including this one: 
https:\/\/www.store.searchlight-simulations.com\/emd-16n-710g3c. You can stand on pigs, best game ever 10/10

(In all seriousness it is terrible. i drove a tractor for 10 minutes and that was the highlight.). It's easy to pick up and for
1,99Euros a steal.

The 'blend-in' mechanic is one of the big selling points, even if that means you lose track of your own character sometimes.

For (up to 4 local players) multiplayer, there's "Deathmatch" and "Capture The Flag".

Both gamemodes are available for singleplayer too, with up to three AI players.
Here only "Capture The Flag" give some sort of challange if you got about 30mins playing experience.

There is the singleplayer only mode "Challange", where you have to achieve random goals. If you die the game stops.
Here lies the most challanging part for the singleplayer.

Verdict: I wouldn't buy it for singleplayer only. This is a great four player local couch game (even 3 vs 1 is possible). If you have
friends and four controllers buy it (especially if it's on sale).
. Really enjoying this game! Not sure why there are so many mixed reviews - it seems like most folks on here are biased against
racing games anyway, so I think that's why.

The controller works just fine (there's an options menu off the main menu where you can choose input) and it's got a great
soundtrack. Graphics are good enough - sure, it's a mobile port so the graphics *could* be better on your uber:pc but you know
what this is a low budget racer and its not like you're paying full whack for it - the graphics are good enough and when you're
whizzing down the tracks at a zillion mph you should probably be concentrating on the gameplay instead!!

I got it on sale, so I'm super happy with my purchase but I don't think I'd be too disappointed at full price. It's a very playable
fun little arcade game :)
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Well i bought the season pass that's why I checked the box so ughm what do I say it's fun? spoopy? funny? idk plz help me ;-;.
Black screen popped up with music, and nothing else. Will change review if it changes.. Very quick to play.

It's not a pure stealth game either. The enemies don't move in wholly predictable patterns, they have a degree of randomness that
makes the game more of a adventurous that you normally want from a stealth game.

Stealth games normally let you plan things out, and let you duplicate your route if you die. This game prevents that sort of
careful planning. Instead you're flying by the seat of your pants.

Fun, but I wish some small issues would get touched up.
. Great software!
About 25 years ago, I used to render fractals using my x386. I was wishing I could fly in these abstract scenaries, listening to
some trippy ambient or techno... Today, it is (almost) happening.
I haven't had time to use it much, but I already have few suggestions:
- maybe we could play our own playlist?
- would be great to have a "random" mode...
- ...and maybe a "flight" mode !

Great job, anyway!. When I hit 'Play' with this soundtrack, onions being cut materialize all around me.. Humor and characters
are pretty good. I especially like the achievements! It was a great price for the length and replayability, too.

V1.007 Update:
- Added a file music browser !
Feedback welcome. At the moment it doesn't save your last folder position. Will be adding this later.. V1.033:
- Fixed dethroned email notifications
(Please re-enter your email in settings->notification to get these)

- Detected Open Mic tracks now appear in your music browser
(Denoted using Microphone icon)
- Can now access leader boards for played Open Mic tracks this way

- New Cobra missile boss turret
- New Unguided rocket boss turret
- New Split Beam boss turret

Note: 4 new ships currently being tested.
If you want to try them, swap to the 'testing' branch under DLCs and use the password 'okletsdothis'
Please give feedback on the forum/discord server.
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. V1.039:
- Added 'Recent Tracks' tab to music browser screen. The last 25 tracks you have played can be found here.
- News feed items are now saved. The last 50 are stored.
- Added email notification prompt to main menu.
- Added email notification option to game over screen.
- Added leader board button to music bar at the top of the screen.
- Added some extra sparkle to game over screen if you get a world record.. SNAKKKKKKKKE!:
Me having fun with the new snake bosses.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0rUDRNXiRrg

Coming soon!. Workshop and Ship Editor is now live!:
Hi all,

I've just added the Ship Editor and Steam Workshop support to the game!
https://steamcommunity.com/app/618740/workshop/

I hope you enjoy!
There will probably be some teething problems so let me know in the bugs forum if you run into any issues.

Workshop guide here:
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1700539566

Cheers,
Steve. V1.071 Update:
This update has some attempts to fix a slow down problem experienced by some players when using a game pad.
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- Updated to latest version of SteamWorks
- Updated to latest version of SDL2 (2.0.9)
- Tweaked game pad processing system

also

- Added PlayStation game pad icons if you're using a PS4 controller

Please report back if you find anything odd happening with the new build. Updating low level libraries can sometimes have
unforeseen issues.

Other than that, I'm in the middle of adding ship mission (hence the stars). They should be functional soon.

Cheers,
Steve

. V1.023:
- Added surround sound support for Open Mic! 7.1 devices should now work.
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